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MATHEMATICAL PVTSICS Of THE CENTRALIZE» MOMOTOLE WITHOUT STWJfG<*>. 

WjUtodrigues Jr. O) 

M_A_Faria-Rosa , A. Mata Jr., E. Recami 
IMECC-UM1CA>4P.Zt 6065.PTSI JT—BMII ,T PJwi 

ABSTRACT: In this paper v t present a theory of Ae generalized magnetic «nonopole 
without string, which is distinct from Dirac*s original theory and also distinct from the 
topological theory of the monopoJe. Our theory is first formulated in the Qifford 
bundle fortnaQsm; and ia the particular case of electrodynamics we deduce frc m 
Maxwell equatiom ibe geaerafized Lorentz force and die equations of motion of charges 
and monopoles. We discuss the ooosenratioa hrws and me problem of the Lagrangian 
lonnausm. We obtain Dirac quantization condi POP in two different ways. 
Finally, we present a principal fiber handle lUiuutotion of cookery using die spBced-
bopdk concept with gauge group GxG. where G is me gauge group of the theory 
without monopoles. 

uimovvcnon 

In dns paper we present the dwory of me magnetic monopoie whnom suing. By tins we 
mean mat in oar theory the efctuoujagaenc fkM generated by charges and monopoles is 
described by a geaerafized potential which is me son? On die Clifford bundle) of a 1-
fbrm and a 3-form field, wbi-h are singular only at die location of the charges and 
moBopoto> 
Our approach nmuatu wh* dw one by Dirac where an oaphysical singularity called 
suing (where me potential is singular) is juuudmcd ia order to be possible u> describe 
die electronaumenc field of charges and aaonopoksnuoughasusgkpc^enndwhichisa 
MbuB field (see |3)u 
Also fefc worth-wfcâfe to eoaapa*BeuruMjaty,w^ ia uk topology of 
space-ume umars, widi nugtaputagjeat tiwaopolc uaaay aarnnuaaBd at a pmxipal fiber 
awjory whh poop 0(i>. Indeed, hi such a uwory UK moneipok appean « a hole ia 
space~tme which IUHII»SB ate matvfari R^xS2. Afl th» is described in 

R | 3 a a d H 

<*>Wot *m with pauWnua«l a—, fJrESr.a*%FAr,nMS*ASã.mêOmrÍTNLlA 
WOaliaiiHnamii 1mmUm30C.l*9CM* 



In our approach to lhe monopole problem «sing the Clifford bundle fornnusm (55). we 

art able to deduce from Maxwell equations the conservation laws and the correct 

coupling of electric and magnetic particles to the electromagnetic field. We are 

consequently able to derive the motion equations for electric and magnetic panicles. In 

$4 we discuss also Dime's quantization condition using two different methods. In $6 

we discuss the problem of the Lagrangian formalism when monopoies are present. 

Although the Clifford bundle formalism seems ft» be a perfect mathematical design for 

the generalized electrodynamics with monopoles widxwt strings it is insufficient for 

introducing analogous monopoles for non abelian gauge theories. We then, produce in 

$7 a monopole theory without string in normal way. Indeed, we are able, to associate 

with the two potentials of the theory of §3 a connection in an appropriate spliced 

bundle. In mis way we obtain the geomctrization of the theory as a principal fiber 

handle with gauge group GxG and then use die full apparatus of titesedxories to obtain 

the field equation, etc. 

In §8 we present our conclusions. 

The paper contain Appendices A.B.C lb* inpoduce respectively die Clifford bundle 

formalism and the necessary ingredie&ts for me formulation of dK dreccy of §7 as a 

principal fiber bundle theory. 

2STASDAKD ELECTRODYNAMICS IN INSTRINSIC FORM 

Let(M,h,V) be a Uirem^an mamfolòt^, and Je and F n^>ectively a 1-form and a 2-

form fields over M[ie , Je and F arc sections of die Hodge Bundle (see Appendix 

AJJ. The Maxwell equations in free space are 

d F « 0 , 5F = -J« 0 ) 

where d is the exterior derivative (differential) and 6 is die Podge codifferential (see 

Appendix A for details), ixt x # , | i « 0 J A 3 , be a chart for UcM-Let 

(OO-dxO.C'.e2^3) be an tadwmauial syne» in T»U. Then, for xeü we have 

ibe identifications (h-fw»,»* ®*e¥;iVr« «Sag (+1,-1,-1,-1)): 

0 E, E, E, 

-E, 0 -B, B , 

-Ej Bj 0 -Bi 

•E) «Bj B] 0 . 

•w ; ( ^ - v v V W <*> 



t 

where "^«(EJJEJJEJ) ante electric field. Tf-iBv.B2.B5) is Ae magnetic field and 
pe and je are lespecrively Ae charge and carrent djensiúev When spacoriine is flat. 
Ae* t r ^ exist char» vafid for aD M where b-r^cW^dx and m An 
eqs.(l) are eqmvakr.; a> 

Vtt-K v^-^Te W 

V.T?=0 -V-^-Tr (b) 

(3) 

where dF=0 is equivalent to the homogeneous equation* (3b) and SF *-Je is 
equivalent 10 Ae inhomogeneoos equations (3a). 
Tocomplete Ae fornmlation of classical ekcoodynanaics «Jsmccssary » know Ae 
coupling between Ae electric can eats and Ae fields. 
This is done after we introduce Ae concept of a charged panicle as a triple (me.e.7). 
where mpO is said a» be Ae mass of AeparadcecR is said a> be Ae charge of Ae 
particle and 7: R 31->M isafuttare-jrinAigtinx-nlaecnre 
As; 

LORENTZft>STUlJtflLTbetxxttioBofa>o^ 
Ae equation 

•&(*-> «> jf 
when p=4D)k is Ae momenmm, SEI is Ae proper-Ane» y* is Ae velocity of Ae 
electric parade, F=F*vdx**ep, and cF(pJ is called Ae Lonaax-fòrce. 

^STANDARD ELECTRODYNAMICS AS A PRINCIPAL FIBER 
BUNDLE THEORY 

ThciPoddofekuiwlynapn»a»afraiiafcaowt<^Xei (MJfe.7) 
inaaifoMandlet ieP-»M be aPFBwrAgronp U( lMe*,0cR) and wiAl ie 
altebra U(l>»{crUeR). 
Let wbeaconiiectkwl-fonnoveT P.U*mAi<P tÔ<lJLandletUcHottU~»P 
be a local section. The paOback of a» is Ae eJecmmngnetfcpoanNiaL and we write 

• O - O y a t — i A 0 (5) 

OSeeAapeJu • 

http://Tf-iBv.B2.B5
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fidd<Q«-<li»)Tdjir*»<vU->P it 

i O u - F u - d M ) (6) 

gf «y:V->P is another local section, die» from the fact diat U(l) is abefian we have 
Jseecq. (B18)] tha Frĵ Fv. It follows that die curvature of ihe coaneerioa is in drô 
case a 2-fonn which is well defined in die base manifold M; ia «her words, die 
detuunagnenc field is gauge invariant. 
Then, fixing UcM. if A€À*(U.R) is the potential « , the field is F=dA wnh 
AjxApdx*, and Fjnrsd̂ Av-̂ wÂ . FromBiandü identiiyk follows diat 

dF*0 (houajgeneocs MaxwcP cqoations) (7) 

Asaaeic are no lessons for oFtobenoJl.wCpnt 

o?»-^ (awomogeneonsMaxweScomaicaK) (7") 

wheaeJIe is die cuueut oac-Jbiin hoc smudoted in a portly "phtmuttKnuiogKnT' 

way.E^(7)aiedieMaxweBeqnatic«simrochcedia$l [eqs(l)}. 

4.THE MONOPOLE 

We pat now a question: How can we modify Maxwell equations in order to describe 
alao magnetic monopofcs. In order K> understand die problems associated with the 
existence of the monopole we consider here (MJJ,V) as being a Minkowski space-time. 
Then, dwre is a global coordinate system (xH)mM where Maxwell equations have the 

of eat G). The aatmal gaeas for inouduuag onoopoks is to generalize 
r««»<3)i 

V . ^ . p e W a t r - ^ - * 

V.I - p a -V«*-*r*?ai (b) 

TlasaB^neifc pararenal (anaMwaa^ ara aajdcl^^ (ntp£0) where 

«•>Sn* AppoNfa B feraca*. 



5 
mgeR+isdiein2ss0ffhemoMfiofc»g€lt is i s aasgacale charge ando: RsI-tMisa 

fotarc-pointing tune Eke carve. The Loreatzfosse mrttscaa«BpDsariatsda>be 

Fj»-f"tf*fíJ»^ ; a»~r>j.7»g> (P) 

where * is ate Lorentz factor. 

The intrinsic formdaDOB of eojs (S) in the Hodge bandas icid 

dF — 'J,, fa) 
oF — I e (b) (10) 

where Je. «heady inuuducol (cq. (2)). n ihe pwi'wiTiwfn&/raf dearie cwcm 1-fonn 
•"d J«r<ft»>-W g d* phrntmmoiogictri 
Before we go on, k h necessary a» 
nansfm nations 

£-* £'cos«+£'$** 
"B*-* -"*? * sãs* • oSaasS 

(11) 

£ - » fc'cos6+Ja'sia6 £ - » - i ' n a e + j V c o s e 
pe-* p e ' eosO • pa*sis6 Pa** -Pe* **•• • P«'cos6 

Asaconseqoerceof tlrisfact, weseediatiffciario c/g of aB parades in aaturt is a 
universal constant, ie, J^Ua, k a constant, then MB I always possible to choose an 
angle ut eq (11) soch that eqs (8) transfonn into eas (3), i.c, the usual Maxwell 
equations. In that case the hbdelcctrk: charge «arnagnrrk charge woidd be artt^ 
what follows we Suppose that Je#kJ». 
h is a well known fact that the existence «f a Lagramgiam formafism for the 
electrodynamics of charged dearie partida acats «• ihe fact that we can write 
FadA.forall xcM* since in dris case the caaoairM aaooaMaia of a grven charged 

ewcinc pancie e B 

11»-»»-«A»* — ; • «0,1.23 <IZ) 
« s * • 

where p» is ihe kinetic i 



L - 5 i<i* *«% ) 2 - J-P^n» <13> 

Now, a magnetic monopok g * die origin of the oonfinMt system (xP) in M creates 

a magnetic field satisfying V-I?= gfi(1*). 

If the magnetic field is defined globally by a potential A. singular only at die origin 

x «0 . Le^ F=«<1A. (or ^«Vx>?X then the magnetic flax through any closed surface 
S containing g most vanish. lnd»d,dS=0 and by Stokes theorem we have 
isP=/dsA=0 or 

J tf.dS* = ] (VxA^S* 
•'s ' s 

()) "A . it - (J) "A . d t f - 0 (14) 

where r is any dosed carve m S. The moral of eq (14) is die following: If die field of 
a magnetic monopole is to be described by a single potential A then at least one 
assumption nsed to deduce eq (14) most fail tt» hold We have at least dure possible 
solutions for the fonnalation of die monopole dieory; 

THE DIRAC STRING: A way our of mis dDemma was found by Dirac^.Imagine 
an infinitely thin solenoid extending form -*• to the origin in die x3-axis of die (xf) 

coordinate system. Its field if 301 satisfies V-TfjoissO and is given by 

* ~l - 4 ^ • g«(-i)5(x)«(y)fc (IS) 

where z is die unitary vector in die x* direction and 6(C) is die Beaviskfc fanc&on. This 

magnetic field differs from die field of fetnonopoie Tf^itftxP 

only by die cemtribtmon g6(-z)6(x)6(y)z due «nhe solenoid. Writing tf ^«VxÃ* . 

we have 

•fig? - V*X - «6(-«)5(x)5Cy)« <IQ 

Tbe fine occupied by die solenoid is caDed die Dime string. We can solve eq (16) for 
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*w MOO 

where $ is the unitary vector in the qt-dvection of the spherical coordinate system in 

R3, Eq.(17) show» very cJearly the singularity in the negative a-axis (6=it>. Using 

this potential invalidates the deduction of eq (14). 
h is fundamental to observe that the line occupied by the string can be chants! into 

another arbitrary line in R3 starting at the origin, by a gauge transformation 

A-frA--*- VQ where Ch R3-*R is a differentiable function. 
4x 

This fact shows that the D'trac string is a non physical object. Dirac in 193lPl and then 

in 1948P1 developed, «sing the potential given by eq (17) a Lograr»gian theory for the 

motion of a charged panicle in the field of a monopole. In particular in 1931 studying 

the quantum version of uSc theory be found the famous quantization condition**) 

| | - n j ; n e 2 (18) 

We will obtain this condition in our theory (§5) using a procedure different from the one 
nsed by Dirac. 

To end, we must observe that in the case of the quantum formulation of üSe motion of 
charges and monopoles with string rhere are non-trivial problemas which have not been 
solved in a satisfactory way [4,5]. 

THE TOPOLOGICAL MONOPOLE: We saw in $3 that, interpreting the 
electromagnetic connection as a I-form defined globally over a principal U(l) bundle 
over M, provides an alternative description for the electrodynamics of charged 
panicles. In this case eqs (3) hold good instead of eqs (10) and we meet the question: 
Can Maxwell equations [eqs (3) ] accomodate the existence of magnetic monopoles?^ 
The answer is yes : all we need is a situation where does not exist a global defined 
potential such that F=*iA. This happens if lhe PFB ,JCP-*M with group U(l)isnon 
trivial, since the existence of a global section (gauge) o\j would provide a way to define 
the potential iA«<>u <o globally over space-time M. As all fibre bundle over a 
eoMractible paracoropm base space arc tavialrnbkffl, we must choose as base of our 
PFB a noncontractible space-time. This can be done by deleting die world line of the 
magnetic monopole from Minkowski space. We choose then M*R4 - (pole worid-
fine) 
In this theory d>e magnetic monopole is then of topological origin: it is a hole in 
Mir&owsldqnce-tirae! 

(t) I» fcnend we we «ÜSMCB dat*>l 
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Since M=R2xS-andR2iscontracribk, lhe classification of the PFFt x=P-»Mwith 
group U(l) reduces to the classification of the PFB's K P - Í S 2 with group UH). 
The dassification is given by lhe fim group of houotopy X)(U(I ))=a1<S1^Z . 1 be 
integer n, coitsponding to the dement of Ki(S'), is obtained by calculating tbefirs 
Cher* class of P. Ci(P)€ H ^ R ) over S2 

{see Milnor-StasheffWL Quantity ci(P) is given by 

c » ( P ) = -So a 9 ) 

wbae Q is the ciuvature of the electromagnetic field. The number 

C j - t a J c,(P) (20) 

is an integer called the first Chem-nomber and it classifies all nonequivalem PFB 
x:P—>S2 «nth fiber S1 and then it also classifies all solutions of Maxwell equation in 

R3-{0} = S2. Tnis integer n is called die magnetic charge of ne monopote. 
Let then S2 "oe described by two^pen sets H+and H. and let 0<8<JI; 0<<j>S2x 

be the coordinates of FL> and H_. 

Let U(l) S1 be described by the coordinates e*fJDSy&3i. 
H+rvH. is a thin band around the equator paninetrized by nr. The PFBK:P-»S 2 

with group U(l) is then decomposable into two local trivializarions. 

H+x U(l), coordinates (B^.e1^*) 

H . x U(l), coordinates (fifijt**-) 

The transition functions gH+H- :**+ n I L-»U(1) are functions of 4» and therefore are 

elements of U(l). We then relate H+ with H. by 

t*- « e ^ e ^ (2D 

For the resulting structure to be a manifold, n must be an integer. This means that the 
fibers' must be indentified when we complete a torn around the equator. This is 
essentially the topological version of Dirac quantization condition PI. 
When n=0, we have a trivial PFB^nsO^^xS'. When n=l we have me famous 
Hopf fibration of S3,P(n»l)«S3, which desabes a monopole with charge o*l. For 
a generai oe Z we have a PFB corresponding a> a monopole with charge n.Azwz 

already said n corresponds to the first Chem class and is given by eq (20). Let JS do foe 
explicit calculations. Consider then a connection a> defined globally over the '/FB 
JCP-^S2 whith group U(l) such that the "pun-backs" for two local trivialúations 
Htare 



over H+ 
- * . : • « S V (22) 

ever H_ 

The choice of ihe transition fonctk» e******"* e*"*. fetj.(l9)] impfics the gauge 
trarsformatjon A+=A_ + — d$. 

The jxenriaZy that satisfy MaxweB equations rVtf=OJ m S^sRMO} and are 

regalar in H+ and H. are given by 

Tbcckcnxxaagneic field on H+ciL is give» by 

F * dA^ =2rsin6 d8 Adç » - j r j j (xdyAdz + ydiAdk + xdxAdy) QQ 

Using eq (20) we get 

c-tej^cm - J S J F 

We see from eq (23) that At are singular along die "strings" - z and +x respectively, 
where they are not defined. In the Dirac formulation local charts have not bee» defined, 
A+ being used for all R3-{0): this i« the source of the (ficticious) "string*' 
singularities. 

We end this "resume" about die topological magnetic monopofe widi teobsenratiom 
that in die U(l) gange theory of ekctromagnetisni the discreteness of Ac tamary 
icpicsemarions of U(1) implies also die quantization of dearie charge Pi. To see «is, 
considci a one-diiwoHonal unitary representation of U(1 )<MCLC» 

p:U(l>-»U<l); expOO-MxpO» 

ThecDnditíon a(t+2ir>«an2xu,where a«Z, gives f.Aiin»iniigainipina<cowpra^ 
of die electrons^nctic potential Awithdienraerfiel&oidBtype tp,C)JsceApp. 
C) we hate 

D^Y » 3 /F - p.iOeA^V - d/P - nieA^T (25) 
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Since lhe electromagnetic potential couples to all charged fidas, e is feed! 
We mentioned a» the begining of §4 that there are three possible ways to formulate a 
monopole theo >. We already examined: (i) the Dirac monopoie with string, and (S) the 
lopoJogicaJ i jonopole. 
In (i) we have nnphysicaf singularities, and in (5) [which refers *o an extremely 
beautiful theory] we need to change the topolo&y of the space-tune manifold. 
We now present in §5 a theory of magnetic monopoles without string, with a 
generalized potential, wfcvh -s formulated in the Clifford bundle over space-time (for 
definitions see Appendix A). The resulting theory rivalizes in mathematical beauty with 
the topological rraoopoie theory although h desviates from the main stream of present 
theoretical physics which gives emphasis to the Lagrangian formulation. In § 6 we 
present a generalization of the theory of the monopoie theory without string as a PFB -
theory with gauge group GxG using the spliced bmdle concept and where G is a gauge 
group of standard gauge theory. 

5.THEORY OF MAGNETIC MONOPOLES WITHOUT STRING IN 
MINKOWSKI SPACE. 

We learned in Appendix A that, among others, wc can gnre die siruciuie of a Clifford 
algebra to ©APfJ»* M) and, then, we can define the Clifford bundle over space-rime 
M, CXMX We know that in C(M) the natural derivative operator is tr* Dirac operator 

-r*% (26) 
where T âdxf1 ntbecaseof a nannal basis and V. is the usual covariamderrvanve. 

In what follows we restrict ourselves (for simplicity) to the case where M is the 
Mmkc/wski space-time and dies 

**r«vv - rao* en) 
where I ^ - V M 
We know** 

9«<l-5 C2S) 
and 

% - H ) « T i f p ; f p € A n n * C2Ç) 
We then can write equations (10 a) and (10 b) describing the pbeB&Beaetopc* theory 
of monopoles and charges as 
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d F - J , - » ! . » ! , * ? 5 ! . (30) 

We now define gatemSuedpotential W die auamy 

• « a + ySa* ;e , o' c tec AJt*M (31) 

Applying the operator d to awcjetlbesinnof •0-form,nK>2-ionnsaad4-fijntt,ix. 

and imposing the Lorentz gauge d-a=0<=>d»1a1i*O^A(-y5 a^Oc^dP a'p=4 wc obtain 

F as a 2-form, Le. 

psaAO + a^o*) (32) 

We get also that 

0 = J. : D « - J - ; Q - » » ( ? > 2 - ^ (33) 

To see the power of the Cliffcfd-forrnalism, we now deduce the conservation-laws and 
the couplings of the electromagnetic field to electric charge and magnetic monopofe. 

CONSERVATION LAWS AND GENERALIZED LORENTZ FORCE: 
Let as observe that from eq (30), by applying the anti-automorphism + (reversion), we 
get the equation 

F+d^J.+J.T5 (3d) 

where the symbol d* refers to die fact that the Dirac operator acts on the right; i.e^ 

F + d ^ - ^ G w y i r y 0 . 

Multiplying eq (30) by F» CM the left and eq (3.7) by Fon die right, and sumiiuiig both 
equations, we get 

J(F*iT*P»3»V).^(V-FJ.)i-^(J.T5F-T ,EJ. ) (37) 

Defining moreover 

S > . - £ P * F (3D 



eq (37) can be written as 

a^S* «FJ e -*FJ m (39) 

Now, from eq. (38). we get immediately that SP+̂ S*1 and S^-S»1 .where die bar 

indicatcy the inversion, i.c, the main automorphism defined in Appendix A. The 

unique objects in the Clifford algebra of differentia! forms that satisfy these equations 

are the 1-fonns. We call the quantities SP the energy-momentum 1-forms. The reason 

for such rame is that E>lv=Sf1 - "f are the components of the spmsetric energy 

momentum tensor of the electromagne'jc field, as we show below. 

In particular S° = - r F F70. F^Fy 0 ind. writing F=lf -"fit. we get by projeciig 

into the Pauli-Algebra (see Appendix A)'the foDouing spEtring into two qcantiões 

whkfc we recognize as the energy-density tad the Poynting vector of die 
electromagnetic field, respectively. 
More generally we have 

0w«-<jFj*1FY ,'> = -'a(F.TM)Fyv> - j<ff^f> 

— ( F . ^ X O F . ^ ) - j (FJ )* l . r v (41) 

Writing, 
Ke*FJt and K„« - • ? ! „ , 

and projecting Ke and KB on the Paufi-Algdxa nt get 

(42) 

(43) 
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We sec. then, diat K̂  and K^ represent the Lorcntz forces dntf act on die electric 

charges and the magnetic monopoks. respectively. As this fesah has been derived only 

from die Maxwell equations, we arrive at die conclusion dot die Lorentz forces (dearie 

and magnetic) need not be postulated, as is usually done (see $ 2\ 
We note diat, due ID die symmetry EMTcPV.wecnfl write dpB^dpE*"» 

=$*($* fy=è-S*. Then eq (39) can be wrinea 

o\S»»Q» ; Q » - ( F J « X t r - r F J I B X T r (390 

The interpretatjoo of eq (39) is now clear. The equation 

d̂ EH» « F»»v V - • F \ V (39") 

expresses very dearly die fact dtat die energy momentum of die field is not conserved. 
dpEMVO when mater (described by StJad is present. Actually, one expects dint only 
die total energy momentum of field and currents be conserved. 

If we write die r JLS. of r , v39/ as -d^M"*, win 

dpMlw-Tr .Kc • -f Xm (44) 

rhen eq (39) assomes die structure of a global conservation equation 

©y(Euv+Muv)*0 (45) 

where M0* plays die role of úte symmetric energy momentum of matter (i.e. of die 
currents). 

THE MOTION EQUATIONS DERIVED FROM MAXWELL 
E1ÜATIONSW: In analogy to what happens in general relativity, the identification 
o» M"* widi die actual energy-mooxMisn tensor of die matter enrrents ieods direcdy 
to die inooon equations. 

Let as show dns in die simple, bat easily geneialiaable,cwm which die field 

F is genei»ed by a singk electric clarfeejuid^ 

die dearie and magnetic matter represented by die triples (m&e.v) and (ing.g.a) so as in 

S3 and M, respectively. The most general symmetric tensor diat we can write to 

represent matter is tfienf) 



M = W»-p&<f 
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= -11^ f d s 6 ( x - 7 ( s ) ) 7 # ® « T » -m^ fds*5( x - o < 0 ) 0 # «*CJ» (46) 

ID components, writing x»K"Ks))=i*l(s);xP(o(s')>sy*,(s">- »* k*** 

Incidentally, it is Je= JdsS(x - ?(*»*• . *-= fd$5(x - a(s"))a. , 

«herefrom it follows d-J«=» d-J« =0-

Now, comparing eq (44) with eq (40) and recalling cqs (43). it is immediately 
sem thai 

«V4 - PeEi + <^xtf)i ; ^ R — P» Bj+ (y*x^X «7) 

which arc rheconcctiçHariom^dttfFuxm 

DIRAC QUANTIZATION CONDITION: In studying the motion oi an electric 

charge in the field of a monopoie (rtc glecting radiative effects), die kinetic energy of the 

charge is conserved. Taking in what follows x*1 as the relative coordinates and m as the 

reduced mass,we can adopt as quantum Hamiltoman the quantity ^=%ff2 ,p=dx/ds 

where s-yyisM*0^)^" (s)) with die ordinary postulates [c=h=I] 

ixjXjJ-O; [Xij>d»i5§ (48a) 

ft»iJ5J-fe*Bk (48b) 

The quantization ndes give» bf eqt (4S) a s adsractoiy, since,e.gr, die angular 

noroeiMuai 7*» ~? x ~p-ef?/4x doe» nmaii—, wídi 9Ç má [h ,Jj) «iCijk/k* 

Moreover, from die Ehrenfest reta*» "r*-i("r*^l, it follows die Lorsntz-force 

expression 

?«£<?**-TsVr*) 



We would like k> stress here that die Jacobi identity is violated for ihe pi's, since 

2 W P i . i P j . P k n - e V . t f (49) 

so that the conjugated momenta pi do not close a Lie algebra under die commutator 

product whenever V-T?*0 (i.e., when monopoles ait present). Incidentally let us recall 

that V.I? *0 corresponds also ID a violation cf Pianchfs identity in the standard U(l) 

theory of electromagnetism as PFB (§4). This has as a consequence mat a PFB for 

electromagnetism with our monopoles can be implemented only by making resource ID 

"spliced*' U(1)K U(l) bundles: as we shall show explicity in $7. 
Eq (49) does imply mat the momenta pi (conjugated tc die coordinates xO 

cannot play die rok of canonical nv».:taita in any (local) Lagrancian whatsover. in fact, 
if such a Lagrangiaa existed, then die Jacobi equation would be automatically 
satisfied**). This then justifies die well known fact mat their does not exist using die 
classical tensor calculas a Lagrangian which yield simultaneously die field equations 
and (he equations of morion of charged panicles and magnetic mooopc4esi,0l. 

Happily enough mis is not a problem when we ase die Clifford formalism, 
since knowing die field equations does already mean knowing also the equations of 
motion of electric and magnetic charges. 

We now show diat eq (48) implies die Dime quantization condition. Indeed, if 

die operator* U(a*)« exppV- "p*J, wim a*, any eucfidian vector (a*eR 3 % have to 
yield a projective representation of die translation group in die Hubert space of our 
cbarge-monopok system, die associative law, in particular, must be satisfied 

lV(?yU($)JV{?)«V{t)lU(tW&)] (50) 

Expfirit calculations, asing eq* (48) and (49% dwn yield: 

iu(a*)ucb*) juCcV jt^uotyfvcfyv&yi (son 

where O is die magnetic field flux crossing fbe jurfaceof dar acoahcdiou individuated 

by die dure vectors a*,!?,"?. The compatibility of eq. (49) and eq. (50) requires 
eO=2xit If one monopok only is locahaed inside d r tettahedro», daac 

wekavetwopoicmial» a and •«* 

http://2WPi.iPj.Pkn-eV.tf
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S t - i . « 6 2 (51) 
4* A 

Note that eq. (51) implies that ~f-~?=j, which means that even ia the case when the 

electric charge and the monopote are bosom they can be » an half-integral spin state. 

GENERALIZATION OF MAXDELSTAM APPROACrin*): Let $(xX) be the 

Maodesxam path dependent wave function?19) for a charged particle in an ordinary 
electromagnetic field Fe=da=da. If <p(x) is die usual wave function of the particle and 

x 
JÇ* -e fa is the classical interaction action, we have 

r 

K>0>cCx)cxp( J-iea) (52) 
P 

where Tis the arbitrary path from —-»x. If we choose two paths!* and T differing 

only for a finite part, we get Casing Stokes theorem) 

tCKD-t(*J>xpC f -ieda) (53) 

where S is an arbitrary surface such (hat dS=r*-r. 

How to generalize eq (53) for the case when the charge e interacts with the 
electromagnetic potential »=« - *a"? Let us introduce the foDowing 

Interaction postulate (IP): The introduction of an electric charge e, represented 
by the path dependent wave-function y<xX). with the generalized electromagnetic field 
F = dco is given by 

•0O">«*x4>xn< J-kF) (54) 
S 

We now show thai the IP implies the Dirac quantization condrcoo, being then 
compatible with the couaiiutation relations given by eqs. (48). 

If eq. C54) is to be iadependcot of Ac surface S, so that dS*T-T. we must 
to « 

«K J;. - i e ( d a - » d o 7 ) » l (55) 
» 

whese S 0 isacIosedsflrfjoe.BySiD)cestiKoyemwecanwriteeq(54)as 
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exp( í ie'Sda*)» 1 (56) 

Supposing, now, that we have one mooopole inside V and that J»*(goX f )AD,0), 
and taking into account that Q o'^-ido^Sd^'^-oda'»^. we have 

exp< f i e ^ - e x t f - i e g ) - ! =» ^ * f . n « Z (57) 

i.LAGRANGIAX FORMALISM: 
It is well knownf4.i0,l2] $& there ̂ oes not exist a local lagrangian which gives 

simultaneously the equation of motion of electric charges and magnetic monopoies, as 
well as die field equations of the generalized electromagnetic field. The recent claim by 
Frybergeri13! tfiat tfiis is possible widiia the Clifford algebra formalism is ntm-stquuw 
as we BOW show. 

We start by considering the classical actios j£**1&+xf for die iutu action of 
a charged panicle widi the efeuiuuiagne&c field o? îji<W.Wehaw6 

b 

a 
Now, die variation of *£ can be written in two independent ways: 

«,>,* = -e f o = -« J da « - j fot^j*** (59a) 

b b 
« x * ^ - * j ox(oBdxiO--c J (FeVtx^ox* (59b) 

a a 
whDc die variation of J^c is 

b 
&*.*€« Jm^ox* (W) 

a 

where 5» indicates diat r, the equflibriom padi of integration from a K> b has been 
changed into T by an arbitrary infnítesúiKri fancrion &c*. sack that # oxMiaHSafKb)» 
- 0 . Moreover dS*rT; etc.. 

Comparison of eqs (59 a) and (59 b)suggested n> Frybergert13! the following 
kJeatification (domada"*©**): 

b 
i fdo*» «» fdxAox» (61) 
2 ' $ • 



IS 

He interpreted eq.(6I) as having the following geometrical meaning: the surface S. 
spann...g the loop formed by T and P; has as infumesunal widn\ ox*, thus reducing 
the surface integral k> a line integral. 

The IP suggests the possible existence of a generafized action A*At+*it since 

eq (54) suggests thai 

6 . A — « / F - - e / ( F e - T ' F - ) (62) 

s v 
wbere F * d© =9a--fda' = Ft - y*F». 
To proceed with our analysis, we are going to use below (in the remaining pan of this 
section) Ac Clifford bundle QtM) instead of C(T*M). In other words, we are going 
to use multi-vectors instead of nmhiforms. Obviously there is a canonical isomorphism 
(see Appendix A) between multivectors and multiform, and in the foHowinfe we 
icpmoit die mulnvector cmiespmxfing to â rven ronltifonn by the same letter. Letting 
eu(p=0,l,2,3] be an onhooonnal basis of T,M and gfer^ev die reciprocal basis, 
the Dirac upciator when acting on multivectors is men tfccPO/Dx*1. Hie fuariaiirnal 
pseado-acaJar is now er^fPfyPs-By using muItrv9Ciors,eq (59 a) reads 

5 , ^ » - f c u d x - - e Í F.4o (59a*) 
3S S 

where asa^x^.dxadxf^n and do « idxll/sdx,Oenev. 
In refW we considered the following generafortd action 

b 
* « - J («udx • e5o'.dx) (63) 

a 
which is non^onrentional since it is are sum ei scalar arc) pseudo-scalar terns. 

Frybager considers, instead of Jfc.iheacnon 

b 
Jk « J < a.dx • e5«'.dx > (64) 

a 
where 1W brackets arejB are scalar pan. 

Now the variation of * n 

b b 
& » * « - e J (Fe^vdx-ox* - e J ejiF»,), ,^» Sx» (65, 



It is quite obvious that the secvnd team on the right hand side of eq (65) cannot 

be combined with bAc, that does not contains apseado-scafar panNow. Fryberger 

writes the sequence of "identities" 

b 
Je5(F.Lv<W«5xv ( ^ i J e5(FJuvdx»»Adx* (66) 
a $ 

b 
Fn^r , e' f * F . - J (*F.)ttVdx» S*v ( 6 6^ 

; S » 

While eq (66) is correct, it does not imply hcwever eq (66"), since eq, (66) forwards t 
pseudo-scalar and eq (66") a scalar. 

The situation is even more confusing in seí^l, since dm author uses ^instead 
of J$ and in mat case die term csct-dx make obviously no contribution to 

*x*h-

Having discussed die fact that we cannot write a generalized action even in the 
Clifford formalism dial yield die equations of motion, we only mention here dm it is 
possible to write an action J^=A(+J$ which yields die generalized Maxwell equations 

ihis can be done by writing 

A - j I < F F > d < x - J<Jo»>d«x (67) 

and varying independently a and of; or by making vac of Af=A(+Ai: 

\~ [d4x (- jF.F - J m) «Jlr«-Jti (68) 

and treating toaa+VjOfas die canonical coordinate (and deriving formally wKh respect 

to o) and dco * F.whea doing die variation). Soch a procedure, even if not totally 

justified, gives die correct generalized Maxwell eqtnvwn^as has bee» proved mrefffl. 

To conclurie,let as observe diat in die ordinary field tiieories die Lagrangians are 
postulate in sod. a way to yield da? field and morion eqaarioa sad conservation laws, 
On the contrary, all d>ese tiunp are automatically obtained by odr Oifford bundle 
formalism, once die field equation arc known; so dut in OOT more economical approach 
HUrediindamtolookforLagnr.igians. 



7.SPLICED BUNDLE FORMULATION Or THE THEORY OF THE 

GENERALIZED MONOPOLES WITHOUT STRING^ 

fat what follows we shall present an extension of the theory of electrodynamics 

with monopoles using a generalized potential in an arbitrary gauge theory. We 

emphasize once more that in our theory space-time have no holes. 
The mathematical structure we shall use in our gauge theory with monopofes is 

the spliced bundle a C:P o P-*M with group GxG (see Appendix Q obtained from two 
identical PFB each'one describying an ordinary gauge theory.(Jt:P-*M with group G 
and base the space-nrae). We also observe that is mhat follows M may be a general 
Lorentzian manifold widt non zero enrvamre. 

In oar theory we associate die gauge potential with a connection co in 
«12^* o P -• M; i x , gire» a choice cf die gauge in the PFB, Tjj; Xg(U)-»UxGxG 
with the associated local section Ou-'U^P oP ,we define c*j=Og e> the gauge potential 
associated wuh die chosen gaoge. 

We observe that that exist (see Appendix Q two connections «h and vt% in 
x:P-*M sach that tosxt'flftiQx2*^ k is fundamentally diffeicnt *> use, for describing 
the gauge potential t 

(a): aconoecoon •*x'"»i$x2*a2. € ATP o P. 6©G } in '.he spficed bundle, or 
(bh two connectioos Oj^eA' iP.o) in the original PFB of the theory without 

Monopolcs. 
Let as consider first the ease (a): Let then Tu3t*^(U)-»Ux(GxG) and T v : 

%ii(V) -»VxGxG be two gaoges a * Q : P O P - » M aridsochihat UrVVV0,and 
kibeOtj;D-»PoPandov:V-*PoP the associated local sections. 
The transference functions guv:Ur\V-»GxG are suck dm gij»X*Hígi)vjv<*>-*S2>UV<*í> 
with xeUnV. Since 

takes its values aa ( ^ C . t a c g a e r t r W o r - * » between* 
aaajwjC ^ - ^ ^ jauBua l a ^ ^awua^aa^at ^m 4 u n * ftaaaavti ^aa>fuavMua*aâl 

<•»!>»—<«i)u •*»>*• ; <•*>»« ( « a t o * * * * (71) 



2) 

In that way a gauge transformation of fifcje AHU.G&G,)) corresponds to two 

imkpendcxt gauge transformations of (o)j)u and (ea^re A'iU.o). 

In the case (b) we have two connections <D] and «fc in thePFB JC:P->M with 

group G. l*t Tu-x-^O-^UxG and Tv.Tr1(V)-*VxG be two gauges an let U o V * 0 . 

Let moreover 0\j:V-*P and ov.*V-»P be the associated local sections. The transition 

function now is g\jy:l)r\V-*0, and we have 

(«i)v • teuv)~ld*uv • (guvf1 (»»>u*uv»i^1»2-

In * e czx of standard electrodynamics we have 

("Oihf' (»Í>Ü • **xuv ' xuv ; tfc~»v-»R 

These relations show that both potentials f«>i)u and (02XJ change by effects of the 

same gauge transformation in case (b). This makes clear the difference between (a) and 

(b> In what follows we adopt the choice (a). 

To show the necessity of such a choke, let us con sic tr first the case of 

electrodynamics "with monopoles described by two potentials: one related to the electric 

charges and the other 10 the magnetic charges as we did in § 5. 

Notice that,in the case of standard dectrodynamics without monopoles, it is G=U(I) 

and the gauge potential takes its valued in iR=G4.e^ (a>j)u » - iApdxMe A'dJ.iR). 

The gauge field is then 

Observe dnt the field is invariant under the gauge tnmafonsmóm 

(•l)u-»C»l)u + aX (73) 

This information is interpreted geometrically as a choice of gauge, or local 

ttmaBzabon, and the associated transition function is g - exp i%: UoV-»G. 

As we already know ft 2), we can write 

»(fli)u - 5(F0kd x°A< , x k • Ftadx>Adx">) 

.«(EfcdxOAdx^Bfc'Cdx»/^»)); U ( m - U 3 . (74) 
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and, since C)2 » - l when applied »2-fonns, the Hodge sur operator changes 1? in» 

-T? and "1? into I?. Let w now consider dx electrodynamics wid» charges and 

mooopolcs. The field generated only by electric charges can be described by die osnal 

potential 

CQ|)u-«»i>ü C75») 

The field generaasd by Ae magnetic charges is a dual field: 

•(PaXl" *d(t>i)ü (75b) 

The total 5eld generaied by electric and magnetic charges wfll be given by 

- f fu « (Q i>i/ • *(Q2>0 (76) 

hi this way one of die potential describes die fieW generated by electric, and die 

other die field generated by magnetic charges. 

We observe tint, if we make two independem gauge transformations 

(«i)u—»(©iXr + i d l Í (®z>u—>(«>2)u + i dY 

die field Fu does not change. If we interpret die above transformations as changes in die 

local trivializatkm of a PFB, we must use a spiked bundle (due to die independence of 

X and Y) . Once we justified our choice (a), we now goon jvith the tfieory. 

Let os observe riiat die spliced bundle of two copies of die PFB JC:P-*M has 

eachpointpePoPassociate<]widi two points of Pover die same fiber. This permits 

ns ID onderstand dat a gauge transofrmation in x u P o P -*M corresponds to two 

gaoge aramfbfnations m atP^M. Indeed, <^Ü-»P o P corresponds to 

a\f*Kl9 o)rj:U-4P and also to ahjF*2 • O I J : U - » P . In dns way we can associate to a 

givencouaecdoa • aaPtwogavgepoieatêba»^-^*»and«{JKO^"». Observe 

tty - (x1» 0\j)'t» m eg (x1*») » ©*u (Jt'*w© 0) (77a) 

and 
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«u « (%\ Ou)**» = ou*(x2*0i) * Ou'fO©*5*») (77b) 

what «\ | ud U(i correspond ID gauge potesááh associated widi the l-farms 
x}*<0®O and 0©»2*», which are possible extension of » t o the spliced bundle. 
This shows that, given two connections a>t and fi>j in x:P-»M, we can associate with 
them two distinct connections o>=*:,*o>l ©r^cflj and iwc 1 *^ (&7t2*C0j in x ^ P 
© P-»M. We show in Appendix C that, given a connection m on the spliced bundle, 
we have two connections a>] and «2 well defined on die original fiber bundles. 

We see now that, when bodi PFB are equal, the connections u>\ and OH can 
generate another connection £>on the spliced bundle. We call & thr connection dual to 
o . 

Observe that we have rw> curvatures Q" « D*a and ft«* « D« £5 associated 

10 the connections oj and 6). These carvarures must, by the Bianchi identities, satisfy 

D^cM) and D* &=0. Before we analyse these identities, we must understand some 

of the properties of the horizontal forms in a spBeeà handle. 

If 1 e 'ÃtfJPjoP?. <Jj MJ2) with aw adjoint repiesentatioa dxGr-» <JI©<J2. 

then h follows, 

(a) we can write Tafc^Ti+x2*^ wid» ti€~Â^\ /fj) and *2e ̂ (P2 ,<*2> .where 
we use die adjoint representations Ad: GJ-KJ; ,i ** 1,2. 

(b) D^ts***!*»»!!-»*2*^^ ; for Ctt^ai+x2*^ (78) 

die Hodge operator for 

horizontal forms in PjoP .̂ (n^limer«sionofM)and T I : X ^ < P ] ,<f])--»An-k<Fi,cfi) ; 

~zJyçP2 J&2h*A**P2t*2) ** *e Hodge operators for horizontal forms in the original 
PFB. Then~ii2t * JC,*(Í*J lú&x2*^ *2>. 

We employ die relations (a), (b) and (c) m die following way. Returning to die 

curvature Q*eH2(PioPj.âl&âd we e n wnie 

fi»«x>*Q,©K2*Q2. where 

QJ^^A^PA) m weD defined. Wc now prove that̂ f w-x^oa,©*2*^ , we hare 

Q| «Q*» =D*kBi and ÍÍ2":QC*2 • s 0 > 0 •*• 

«*1*D«i«f,e«2»DwZa^.xPfivi ©it2*!*» 

Moreover, wc hive O» » xl*Q^©x2»Q«,. 



In this way, the Biandn identities DBQ<M) and r>»Qfi=0 according 

ID (b) are equivalent, and correspond to D^ie^Er*"**^ - 'rôch *** *hc Bianchi 

identities associated ID a>j and a>j in x: P-»M. In electrodynamics, these equations 

imply that d(Qi)u=0 and d(Q2>u*0, which pfr>-xicalty mean that both the magnetic 

field of electric origin and me electric field of magnetic origin have nuR divergences. 

In what follows we are going » generalize the gauge principle^15! for a gauge 

theory with our nwnopoies. 

Let be x:P o P-* M i spliced bundle with group GxG and let be 

GxG-*GL(V0 a representation of GxG. We icmciutcuhat the space of 1-jets of the 

mappings ft on PtoVis: 

J(PoP,VM(P>v^) lpe P o P. T€ V and 0:TpP o P h linear} 

We call i Lagrangian the mapping L: J(P o P,V)-*R sack that,for all (p,vj8)eJ(Po 

P,V)and ge GxG, we have 

Mpg^-'v^-'O • Rg-r)=L<p,v.0) 

V LCp.r1 y&-Gyjpjr,8) then L is said to be GxG Hnvanant, and in what follows 

we suppose L to have dns property. 

Now given a Lagrangian L: J(P oP ,V)-*R, let Cbc the space of the connections 

ia P o P. Define the action density by 

-fcC(P.V)xC-»C-(M) (79) 

where C^M) are die set ofuwC" functions on M. 
We have, 

rcr̂ X») - Uü*V)WW (80) 

where i€M,prx-'(x) and the generafatd wave function (matter fído^ ôescribir^ the 
electric and die magnetic particles is TcA°(PoP,V)*C(PoP.V)» 
The» L knot only well defined bat is also gange invariant in die sense stat/or aBf« 
GA(PoP).we have, Z(f*T^a»)-£Cr*^).GA (PoP) is the gauge algebra of the 
spiked bundle, more precisely it is the space CfPo P .ôeô) with the adjoint 
representation GxG-»GL<C€>G) *• (-»Adg • 

If we impose that L*Ç¥) is stationary with respect» T, we obtain the Euler-
Lagnwge eqoationsJ1^. We show now that, if we add m appropriate term S(ct) to 



CW). obaininfthen the total ink» {L+SXfM. das density v 9 cencnat arc oafy 

lhe Eulcr-L ĵrange equations for 7 but also *e non-aomoeyaeom field ctfaarians. 

Mort precisely, these results foOow once we impose feat (£*S) (T J») * m i i « c i 

with respect to the pair CP,») .We wiD see that die noB-honogcneoas eqawiufas 

obtained in this way correspond in the case of electrodynamics *> Maxwel fqnnrions 

with monopoics, .'ike in § 5. 

We define the autoactk» by 

S(e>)=-|ftk,2(J0.Ju); J=Q»+TQ5; 5 U = « Í Ú 5 ©!) 

where 

fcktfÃH P o P. ò©ô)xÃ k ( PoP. ô e ô ) -» R 

is lhe metric for horizontal forms in ( ) fwrtB OK adjoint icpieseacmoa). We 
observe that kjj is the KiOing-Cartan ooetríc is ( 6©G ) and that kuÇAiSAjBtes^ 

kvM-B >k(Aj3^, where k is the KüEn j-Cartan metric aa ft (see Appeadn B). 

Let ns observe that, as S(co) is F-eqtrivariam, it k gangs 

iDtoactioi) termi15). Let as observe also that, had' 

^ n (fl^JQ48). there would be no interaction I 

take the case of e*ectrodynan»cs where Om*%t*mi9%immiibem fij and H 2 

correspond to die fields generated by charfes aad i 

and there are not in this cxpreRkxw interaction Kms between on; fields O* and Qj_ 
For S(o>), instead, we have 

wbroihe interaction term appears expbeidy. 
Before we apply the variational principle a»i 

definition of die current in terms of die Lagrangjan) 

y tí. ?,»-K <*), ̂  - fik,rf J-(TX Ol 

VoVÃ»(PoP. òeô). lnthiscaseJn , í>"Ã ,(PoPjftac5li 
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}*?¥}= - Kim),&K2*h; so that wc can asociate J! and }& A»(P,6) to the "dectric" 
and "magnetic" currents, respectively. 

Effecting the variation at t=0(o=*rO}®xr&2) «cfO 

5 | (x*sXT+tx,n>+rc)|i 

» f £(T+tt,«9)p + ^ I SOP.O+tT)* 

- | J ^ nk( fl«|W», ^Dy+W2)|l <W 
u 

Wc bare at »Oloriwefw fuuiem&meq<84): 

and,at t-O.webave ^Q^s-D-oíWJ.TTicii 
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«Sk( D"»iOj ,TQ«+W2) + fik( OF* , T D ^ 

- Ek( «^CStJ"^!) • ftk( ©«ora^Xoj) 

and wc obaâ tar die lasnennin eq (84) 

U 

« J (Ek( 5»»C?Q,,2>o1) + nk( ««Cni^^OjMii 
u 

Now, mim ling in die terms obcaíoed nd talcing jato arrow deal t. c>i and 
02 are «D independent, and also that 

bkQ(J0Cno)--fik<3vo1) + 6ka>Oj), (85) 

we get the equations 

»» ** + ~ (86) 
dOW) d* 

S*»Q*i + 5*i(TQ*2)- -J, (87) 

o^-O^ + S ' ^ Q * » ) - ! , (88) 

Eq (85) corresponds to die Euler-Lagnmge eosaooa, whicb ghwes das equation of die 
generalized field describing the motionin PoP of charge» aaaJDMiwpolci. We «eaot 
going to investigate an this paper die name of /•> CIO • 
Eqs(87)and(8S)caBbewríD«^paaaagâ«Qai-t-*í3ai,as 

a»»Q — J , (t9) 

whk*ared>cao«>f>onx ĵcuu»eqi»rtk>raofthedKcqf. 
In die cave of clecMxJynaoicics diese equations ledocc ID 



8Q « -J t <9Ja) 

dQ » - »J2 (91b) 

which we recognize as the Maxwell equations for the electromagnetic field Q>>an * 

•Q®2 generated by electric and magnetic charges. We have for Q*J andQ^lhe 

equations: 

^ • i . - J j . - S Q ^ . - J j (92) 

since dQ*»i= dOPi^Q. Also, since fz»i*do>it Q^sdc^, we have 

D » i ^ ; D » 2 - J 2 <W) 
where Q =-(d£f&JX 

«^CONCLUSIONS 

We presented in this paper a theory of magnetic monopoles without strings. la 

order to show the crucial difference between our theory and the usual presentations of 

the subject, we described briefly die string theory by Dirac and the topological 

monopole theory, where the monopole appears associated with a change in die topology 

of the world manifold (§ 2,3,4% 

In order to express-conveniently our theory of the generalized potential, we use 

the Gifford bundle formalism described in Appendix A. In our approach, we show that 

Maxwell equations imply the correct coupling of the electromagnetic field to electric 

charges and magnetic monopoles; i e . we deduce die form of the generalized Lorcntz 

force (§ 5). Prom thai we deduce die motion equations of charges and monopoles. 

Moreover we derive, from the quantum version of the theory the Dirac quantization 

condition in two different ways. 

In $6 we discussed the irnpossfbilify at constructing a locai Lagrangian which 

fives simultaneously uie motion equations of panicles and monopoles and the field 

equations. We arrive at die conclusion that, contrary «o recent claims'13!, even in the 

Gifford bundle formalism this is not possible. 

Finally in $ 7 we present a generalization of our theory in 5 6 to generalized monopoles 

associated wim an arbitrary gauge group G. In other words, we succeed in giving » 

oar theory a principal fiber bundle structure: a spliced bundle wiw group G*G. We 

obtain die equation of the generalized ftekf in our d>eory using in die spliced bundle a 
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generalization -of the Principle of lhe Stationary Action. We posmiatt the existence of t 
Lagrangian density £"0P) for the generalized field, that describes in the spliced 

boodle the "electric" md "magnetic" matter; but we do not use explicitly any Lagrangian 

to deduce the equations of the generalized matter field. Indeed, L*C¥) is used only to 

produce the currents. The question of the existence of £*(T) and its form in this 

formalism will be investigated in another paper. 

To conclude, we observe that the approach here developed shows exphcity an 

interesting interplay of several different branches of modem mathematics, which 

conspire together in order to shed new fight on various physical problems. 

APPENDIX A 

A 1. SOME ALGEBRAS AND THEIR RELATIONS 

In Ai,A2 and A3 we follow the presentation of Graff1*!. 

Let V be a n-dirxiensional vector space. In this subsection we introduce some algebras 

that will be useful! to derive the equations of motion for electrical and magnerical 

charges in the field of magnetic moDopoks and electric charges. 

The tensor ?Jgebra T(V)over R is die R-vector space of die direct sum of the powers 

®PV together with die usual tensor product 9 of its elements. Then we have: 

T ( V ) = < e " « * ¥ , • ) (A.1.1) 

h Z-graded: ($PV)&(®<rV)c«P+<rV and mfra*B-<finiensioaal if n£l . As V is 

finite-damensional we can identify V widt its image 8*V in T(V) and we also define 

®<>V=R. 

On T(V) there are two importam invohmVe morpbisiBs (both being linear 
antomorphisnisof 9 , & * * . 

(I) the maha aotomorpfrisia a 

o(A®B)-a(A)®a(F) , A3«TTV) 

a(A>-AifA€**V andaCA)— A M A W V . 

OQCftw m i n mfammtimarphism JL, 

PCA9B) - ftA)80<B). A 3 « TTV) 

(A.l-2) 

(A.13) 

(A.M) 



P(A>* A if Ae S°V + Q*V (A. 1.5) 

The exterior Algebra A00 ovcrtbeR-vcaorsjwctV CM be defined as the quotient 
algebra T(Vy3 «** T(V) over the two sided ideal JcT(V) generated by the element 
with the fonn a&a, where aeV. 

As «snal, we denote die exterior trulüpficaüoa by tbe sign A. Since J is 
homogeneous m «he E-graduarion of T(V), also A(V) h Z-graded: A(V)=eAP(V), 
with APO0AA<KV)CAI»^KV) . As before, we make the itentfficaoons A'(V>V 
and A<>(V)=R.. 

The snbspaces .»P(V) are (^-dimensional and A(V) is 2*-dirocnsionaL For the 

elements Ae APÇV) and Be A4(VX the exterior product is commutative or 

anocomnaiouvc 

A A B ^ T - I ^ B A A (A.1.6) 

The inorphftras a and fi of T(V) pass to the quotient A(Y). Denoting them by the 
same symbols u and 0» we have: 

(*AAB) - oCAVvafBT (A.2.7) 
A^6lT(V) 

PXAAB)-B(A>AP(B) (A.I.8) 

If Ae AP(V) -»a(A) « (-1JPA tnd p(A) - <r-iy*P-W\ (A.1.9) 

We define as Grassn-ian-Algebra A<V,Q) the pair (A(V),Q), consisting of the exterior 
algebra A(V) together with the inner product ( , )QLA(V)X A(V>-»R indoced in 
A(V) byaqoadraticform Q over V as follows: 
If AeAP(V) and BeA4(V) wim p*q,thea (A3Xr°-
If A=«iAa2A—A*p and B*biAb2A—Abp widi aubi eAI(V),d>en(A3)Q • 
dec (B(a»b))), where B » the bilinear form associated to Qby 

»&J>-QC*+7) -Q(*>-QCy) (A.1.10) 

The case of general a£eA<V) can then be nsnxed, due to the linear ty,to(i) and (ü). 

The Clifford Algebra C(V,Q) of tbe real vector space V widi quadratic form Q is 
oVnned as the quotient atgebm TfVyr, where the two-sided ideal T i$ generated 



by elements of the forro a®a-Q(a).l wim «eV. As before, we can identify V 

with its image in C(V.Q). Denoting the Chflord-multiplicatioo by • simple 

jnstaposition, for a, be V we have 

ab+ba =2B(a,b) (A.1.11) 

witb the bifínear forro B defined in (A. 1.10). 
The ideal J\being inhomogeneous of even degree in T(V), induces a Z2 

gradation of the Clifford Algebra, CíV.QKXV.Q) e C (V.Q), where C*(V,Q) is 

the image of the elements of even degree in T(V). Since a(ry=T, the morphisms a 

and p induce marphisms (designated by die same symbols) in C(V,Q): For all A 3 € 

CXV.Q). 

o(AB) = a(A)a(B) (A.1J2) 

A36TTV) 

pXAB)»P(A)fl(B) (A.U3) 

a(A)»£CA)~A for A c R ; - a(A)=pXA*«A for A c V (A.1.14) 

In particular, for Ac C*(V,Q) his a(A>^A, and for aeCfVjQ) k k ac(A>-*A. 

A .STRUCTURE OF THE CLIFFORD ALGEBRA 
In this sub-section we study the structure of die Clifford Algebras and dwr 

relations with die Grassmann Algebras. 
First, for any element X of die dual vector space V* let us dtfine the 

contraction of an element of T(V) wiui Xe V* as die (V*,T(V))-büinear map V*x 
T(V)-»TÍV) of degree - 1 whh 

XJ1-0 
a-X(a), ifacVcriTV) 
(a«b)-(XJa)®b + o(a)0(XJb) ; a > « V 

(m particular. XJXJ win annihilate any element of TOO). 

Since XJ J«J and Xjr»J\ die contracrio» also posies to the quotients 
A(V> and C(V,Q)andlD A(V,Q),andwehave: 

if A,BeA(V)or A(V,Q) 

XJ(AAB)-(XjA)AB-Kt(A)AA(XJB) (A^.1) 

And 
XJ(A B) K XJA) B 4 o(A) A (XJB) , af A 3 «OV,Q) (A.2J2) 

with 



XJa = 0 i f a e R c A(V) ,A(V.Q).C(V.Q) (A2J) 

Now. for ae V, define the Q-aijoi«»»eVcT(V)^(V>.(V.QXC(V,Q) to 

be 'he element ãeV* such thai for any K V C A ( V , Q ) and be A(VfQ) thek 

prodoa «vb is defined as 

i vb=*Ab + Ub (AJL5) 

Then 
«va »Q(a) (A3.d) 

By the theorem on die umversafity of CtirTord Algebras*21!, üje v-Algebra generated by 
this relation on die elements of A(V,Q) is die aiffard-Algebra C(V,Q) with the 
Clifford product (designated by mere juxtaposition) replaced by v. 

Conversely, if for a Clifford-Algebra C(V,Q) we define a A prodoct of 
acVcC(V,Q) with B€C(V.Q)*a5 

a a B - a B U J B , (AJL7) 

men we get 

aAa-0 (A.2.8) 

which is die defining relation of das exterior algebra. Since is die CfifFord-Algebra 
a*>=Q(a), uris exterior algebra can be made a Giasstnvuv Algebra. 

This correspondence of Clifford and Grassmana-Algebras does not depend on 
Q being non-degenerated or not In particular, if Q=0, die Q-adjoint vanishes and 
C(V,0)»A(V.O)»A(V). 

Another important observation is dun die Grasmamt-Algebra A(V,Q) and die 
Clifford-Algebra C(V,Q) are isomorphic as vector spaces over R . Then, the 
generators of A(V,Q> are die generators of CfV.Q) and vice-versa. 

Then if (c i . . . ,eaJ isabasbof V,thesetofdK p-vecaors, 

( eo« Ij&i ... t'e. ,e iAei , eiA«j,._....-~ . eiAejAe^—, eiAej—_Ae, ) 
generates A(V,Q) and also C(V,Q). Both are 2* -dimensional algebras. Any element 
AcA(V,Q) or C(V,Q) can be written as 

A - Í A , « £ (AV,whereAp«<AV€AP(V) (A^.9) 
p * H> 



So we have that, over the «urea saro ©Af"(V) of the Fine* spaces AP(V), we can impose 

ihc structure of a Grassmann Algebra by means of A and Q, «swell as lhe structure of 

a ailTord Algebra; and each of the two products can be reduced to die other, as seen 

above. 

For general elements, Clifford and exterior product are related as follows: 

AB = Z p H ) p f 'yW—hWoPCeuJ Je^JAWejiJ tej^B) (A2.10) 

AAB = I p i^^b*Ui_hW[(oP(e i l J^e i p ta (A)] [ (e j l J_je j p JB)] (A.2.*. 1) 

where hft:=B(Yi ,7*0; ej is die dual basis to the basis yte A!(V); and the product of the 

elements inside the brackets in (A.2.11) is the Gifford -product. 

The formulas (A2J0) and (A^.11) for the specia! cases that a or beA>ÇV) 

reduce tar. 
av=aAV + {Jv (A-2.12) 

+b =bAc(f) - Waft) (A.2.13) 

AJ.SOME VECTOR BUNDLES RELATED TO THE COTANGENT 
BUNDLE 

Since aD the algebraic structures considered above possess a R-linear structure 
inherited form Lhe vector space V, for their generalization to manifolds we will use úSe 
formalism of the vector bundles (wirh additional algebraic structures). Here M will be a 
real n-dimensional C^-manifold. Moreover, bundles, cross sections and maps will be 
C". Quantity tM denotes the Tangent Bundle associated to M . 
The basic bundle for our constructions will be the Cotangent Bundle t*M of the 
manifold M. Moreover, cross sections ce Sec (t*M ) win be called 1-form fields. 
Given a cross secion h€Sec(t*MxT*M)JetbeHeSec(TMxiM)spchthatJtjjr7ik=5k

i 

m each fiber ar'fx), quantity h\wtn be a quadratic form ovei die cotangent space 
T,*M.Let os denote rite pair (T*Mji) a Rianannian (or Loremzian) vector bundle. 
Wc denote the vetta-óundk, whose fiber* ATt*M are d« exterior algebras over 

V»T,»M, the Canan-hmSle of exterior difTerential fan» on M. A» is well known, 

on a Canan-bundle the exterior derinthe d e n be «aiqaeh/ characterized by the 
IcJtowmg conditions: 

d(A+B)-dA + dB 
d(A A B) » dA /. B • o(A) A dB 

d 2 - 0 
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xJ(df)-XO) 
for any A 3 * Sec Ac*M. fe A°t*M and Xe Sec tU. 

hi parúcolar, dwiUbchomogeneoasofdefrec • ! indie Z-gradarion of me 
mg of cross scene» of At*M * ( © A P T * M » . 

The pair (AT*M£% where each fiber (AVMJt,) is a Gnssnan Algebra, wfl! be 

called Hodge-btmdit on M with metric h. 
If for any BE M, quantity h, is nondegenenue, in addition a» d mere is the 

dnergenee S, which is the formally b-adjoint operator of d , defined TO by: 

ooOp^i-DP'^cop (A3J) 

where lhe operator * (Hodge star operator)isdefinedgabeantai iaauctplásaa: 

•: APr*M -4A»-Pt*M . • - » * • 

foranp-forms o ^ c Sec APr*M, where |i isibrvohime n-form 

* " g ^ h % d3t*,*A - * d**- * ^ w <**IA —* *** ( A 3 J ) 

If fO'.CP, — . 0 s ) is a orthonormal basis, then ji can be writtes as: 
P>CHA...A0" 

Became d2 «c^-O. die bplacian for differential foras Q = -(d8+5d) can 

be written also as a squaae 

A«ecWbundkbcanedaClif!ofd-bundle C(T*M,n") if each fiber is a Oifibrd-

alfebra C(T\Mji »). We can prove that QT*Mji) is a vector onofie associate SO 

the PFB Poo3) (^M), Le, 0(t*MJS )-Pop3> (t*M)x oa?) R U . 

V a is non-degenerate, there is a particolar differential opeiaim d called rbe 
DèuLHipuuÊpr odd i a t e Zs-fradariooof C(T*,Mjii) defined as follows: 

For any t*e Sec t*Mc Sec C3tt*M î) and any tc Sec tM, consider the 
banaenrienaoriai map of type (1,1) given by 

* / -» t»V i i / (A3.5) 
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where y is any element of Sec C(x*M $) and Vt H the oovariant derivative of y . 

considered as element of the tensor-bundle, ia the direction of t .Because V^cT, v*t 

passes to the quotient bundle C(x*M Ji). The» d is defmed as the tensorial 'race of 

die map: 
d = Tr(t*V,) (A3.6.) 

In terms of a local basis If) of Mora» fields and its dual basis (ej) of 

vector fields, we can also write 

d = r^ei (A-3.7) 

In particular, taking a local coordtante basis (dxP} we have 

d « dxPVu (A.3.8) 

The Dirac Operator can be reformulated as follows. Take any local 
neighbourhood DcM with coordinate basis (dxn) . Then in U, the quantity 
d=dx>iVj1can be written when acting on ye sec(AP x* Mji) 

av=dx»A(vliV)+duj(v|ltf) (A.35) 

We get for w = V»i_j, dx'i-A ,^\ dx**-

dx* A ( Vuy ) = - j V[U Y|L_.ill jdx*»A .^v dx*«-« dw 

3»i J(VuV) - (pTTJTVa*%...i. Jdx»2-A ^ A dx»«- = -*w 

As the forms at the right-hand sides of the two last formulas are independent of 
any basis, we get 

3 « d - 6 (A.3.10) 

AATHE GEOMETRIC CALCULUS OF THE CLIFFORD-ALGEBRA 
In tíiis section we show how to do sotne calculations in die Clifford-Algebra 

C(V,Q). This is particularly important in order ID obtain die results of $5 and §6. 
Here we follows Hestenesi1''!, that yields a geometric interpretation for die 

Clemens of die CufTord Algebra (and tfns is die reason why we designate dns section by 
Geometric Calculas). 

We have seen (SecAJ) that the Grassmann Algebra is isomorphic, as vector 
space, to a Qiffoid Algebra. Then, any AeC(V,Q) can be written (eq,(AJL9)): 



A* Í (A), =<A>,+ <A>, * +.<A)i (A.4J) 

where (A), is te component of A in Ar(V). Dne to the above decomposition, the 
elements of C(V,Q) wiO be caned multiveaors, (or mnbifonns, depending on V). 

If A=<A)r for some integer 0 S r < n. die» we say that A is homogeneous 
at the r-grade. In this case we wül write A asAreA'V. 

The elements of A'V will be called, as usual, r-vectors. Now, we mast introduce 

lhe following products in C(V,Q): 

The inner product of homogeneous roultxvectors 

Ar.Bs = (ArBj>r . , . if rj > 0 (A.4.2 ) 
Aj.B^O , if n=0 or s=0 

The inmer product of arbitrary muRrvectors is dm defined by: 

-Zr(A)r3-IfA.<B)*.II^A>r.<B>s (A.4J) 

The eqnrvalence of dte three expressions on die right side of (A.4.3) is an 
obmus consequence of ufedistrftorivity 

The outer product (or exterior prodot) of homogeneoas muhi vectors 
ArABs = <AfBs>r+s (A.4.4) 

Note tint, in contrast to the inner product, we have ArAX=XAAT=XAr if X « 
(X)oeR 

The outer product of arbitrary nsnhivecvxs is defined by 

A A B - - I , (A>»AB e X , A A C ^ . I ^ C A X A ^ CA.4J) 

Now, in lhe following, lefs designate the aná-anaome 
AJ)by -»-,andcaIlitm«rn0fi. 

We have, with AteOV.Q): 
tABJ*«B*A* 
(A + B)*«A+ + B* 
(A*>o-<A)c 
I * » I , ifa«<a)i 

ipmsmin C(VfQ) (Sec. 

CAAÍ) 
<AA7) 

(Av4J) 
(A.4.9) 

It follows hnnedxaely that úterettrskm ofa Clifford-product of 

(a,a2 »,)• - a , a^, (A.4.10) 



Moreover, we have 

(A* X *<A\+ -<-«*- »»IAV (A.4.11) 
Using lhe above relations, we get also t 

(AB >r - (-1)* - n*(B+ A* V (A.4.12) 

(ArBsJr^^s+AxX-Myfr-ftCÇB^V (A-4.13) 
(ABIC>í=<C+B1A

+> (A.4.14) 

Using (A.4.11) and (A.4.12). we find, for the inner and outer product defined 

above, die following reordering rules: 
At.Bs= (-1)* - "B^Ar j - Ss (A.4.15) 

ArAB^H^BjAAr (A.4/:6) 

The inner and outer product are defined obviously by n r a s of *e Clifford-

product in the Clifford Algebra. 

Note that using (A.4.15) and (A.4.16) we can show easily the relations: 

J L A ^ a A ^ H X A , . ) (A.4.17) 

aAAr = |(aAr+(-rXAri) (A.4.18) 

and then 
aA, a i A , + aAA, (A.4.19) 

For our applications, the following are knporiaac 

-The identity 

( a ^ a,) * J , ( - I^a .a^a , .^* , ) (A.4.20) 

where the â  means that the Jcth vector is omitted from meprodact. 

'The Fundamental Formula 

ArB,-(ArB s>k . l ,+(A fB,)».^2+-^<ArB I)r W B^CAAXr.^a (AA21) 

where m«y(r-f s-k*-sl). 

Observations: 

Obs. 1. Note that the equation (A.4.19) 
Aafaa-AfMAAc 

is the same as the equation (A.2.5) when the ower predict in the Cfffoiri Algebra is 
identified with die mualooter product and a*Ar*S)Ar. 

Obs. 2. Note that the Clifford inner product berweeninidveaors win the s»me grade 

isgjveaiby thcGrassiniattáaHer pwduti^diatiK 
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But observe that, although (, )Q is defined only for dements with the same 

grade, tbe Clifford inner product < . ) is defined for any elements of the A^ebra 

OV.Q). 

Obs.3. Using the Clifford inner product we can introduce a very important 
isomorphism for our calculus, between A(V) and A(V*), as follows: 

Ar(V*) > otj -¥ A* € Ar(V> ̂  (ai. a2,.. .a,)« A,+.(aiA *y^.j*u (A.4.22) 

forai, a2...»r€ V 

We use this isomorphism in §6. It is necessary also in order to translate TUT 
present approach into the one in references [8,9]. 

Obs. 4. If V is n-dimensional vector space with a metric tensor h with signature (p,q), 
then the algebra C(V,Q), where Q(a)=h(a,a), is usually designated by Rpjq. 
Obs 5. The Clifford Algebra R^ (called Minkowski Algebra or Space Tune Algebra) 
of the forms (dxB } is isomorphic to H(2) quatemionic matrices. The Dirac complex 
matrices Algebra {fy }, with yu Jv* rvTfti=2huv 1. is the algebra C(4)=R4j. 

Wc have rhe inclusion R*4,i = R1.3, where R*4j is the even part of R4.1. 
For completeness, we note that R3J s R(4) is called the Majorana Algebra. 
Obs. 6 We have the following relation between 75=dx°...dx3 and the Hodge star 
operator 

If fpeAP(V).with V^^M.then 

^ - ( - « « f f p (A.4J23) 
where the index t depends an the signature and on die grade of fp. 

In the parJcalar case of R i j wehave *=-v5>for 0=1,23 a n d * » ! 5 

for 0.4. 
The product at the right hand side of (A.4.23) is the Clifford product 

A.5.THE PAULI ALGEBRA 
The Pauli Algebra is defined as die even sab-algebra of die spaoe-thne algebra 

Ru- Truly, it is the Clifford Algebra R3J0 of the eodidean tridimensional spars RJ. 
Then, we have die isomorphism R+i^ ^ 3 ^ This isc«x»pbisro is given by die linear 

where T^eRu and % is time-fílce (To2* )̂-

The Pauli Algebra RJJD is isomorphic t> Cj (complex 2x2 trainees); «nd 

this is die reason why physxrhs can use die rcpiesemationofOi in terms of the very 

well known Pauli matrices 
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The products of Ot generate a tensorial basis, for R^o. which is a vector-space 

with dimension 23=&. Other elements of the basis are the bwecton ©jt=oyvOfc=y 

(OjOk -nfcOjV and the pseodoscaJar is I * OjOzOj. 

The element I commute with all the others elements and I2—L 

From the isomorphism (AJ. 1) it follows that: 

°jk* -Yjk (A-5.3) 
and 

We see that for each choice of the arbitrary rime-like 'vector *jb we obtain the 
PauR Algebra of YD by me isomorphism (A3.1). 

Given a vector pe R u , it can be represented by: 

PV=Po+í (A^5) 

where 

PtFPTfo and "p* =pAi% (A-5.6) 

The Dirac operator <r=y*on is a vector operator. We have 

where 
do=^rd and V=H>A3 

(AJ.7) 

(A.5.8) 

Obs^lf AeRj^tben 

3A «d-A • d/vA 
Quantity d-A is called divergence of A and 9AA íscaOedarf of A, 

(A3.9) 

APPENDIX B 

Bl. GENERAL GAUGE THEORY. THE PRINCIPAL FIBER BUNDLE 
APPROACH. 

Let (MJiV) be a Lortmzian manifoWn J. Let *J»-»M be a principal fiber 

bundle PFB with group G(a})dIJe algebra G). The fc41o^ngeonditiomm«thold: 

0) Given ge G, there exists a mappim; (difTcorriorphisa) 
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(S) xJ»-*M is on». If *=*(p)e M, the ortii of G through |Mr»(x)=jrl(gx) 

=pg.geG is catted die fibre over x=xfj>). 

b tias way. given pex-*(x), there exists a diffeomorphism (non-canonical) 

G-» jr'ix); g-»pg. 
(in) P isV ly trivial, ie. fir each xeM.rhere exist an open set UcM m-ith 

xeU andadifTeoinorpl»niTu.Tr,(U>-^JxG; Tu(p) = (x(p)^u(p)) 
«hoc Surx^iU)-*} has the property Su(pg)=Su(p)g. VgeG.Vpex^íU). 

Ty iscaOedalocaItriviafi2atk»(LT),orachoiceaf gaage. 
We will n. -d also die concept of transition function. Given the PFB JC:P-»M 

with group G and two LT. Ti?ar,(U)-»UxG and Tv^OO-^VxG . we define 
the transition from Ty® Ty as the mapping gjjvrUoV—»G where, 

ÍUv(*) = Su(pXSü(p)r1;x = ic(p)eünV (BI) 

tfivix) is well defined since Sü(peXSv<pg)rl«S0(p)gSv(p)^I*Sü(P)8rl(Sv<P))*, 

=Sjj(pX5v(pjr »2H*1 ^^ foDcwmg |AU|iuues sre not 

guu(x) = r,Vx€Ü; (fi> ftjvC^MguvW^'V^U^V 

&Mx)íuwOOgwu<*>=c Vxe UnVnW 
In cider 10 rink this atmwari Aeory widi dK theory in §2, we need da? concept of 

a local section of a PFB xJ*-»M whngroop G,ix. die napping 
M=*J-»P; xtaO=Ido (B2) 

where Ido is die aJeanty hi U. 

It can be shown dm tfrre exists a naroral corTcspondence between Jjcal sections 
and local triviafizanons. To analyse die monopoie dieory, we shall need also the 
fdlowingiWI 

THEOREM: A PFB JCP-»M widi group G s trivial if and only if U has a cotrtimxxxs 

(global) cross section. 
A trivial PFB is one where P=MxG 

Wegrvciiowihieeu{iú»alu*dcfuiròonsofaq»^^ in a PFB. These dree 
definitions rttntatn iiut .in j ia^rearentsfirdn?«rPMlaticnofonrn»uopoled)eory as 
a PFB theory. 

(Cl)Acorir>ectioatsawayw>aiit)i'nm pith peP asobspace HpcTpP sochdtat: 

R ^ H ^ - H p , (B3) 
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The mapping p-»fy hC~.Hp, is called dteAorâwa rf sobspace and Vp iscaT.od 
útt vertical saJxpacejach dnt TpPafyfcV».. 

A 

(C2) A connection is a C" Mcnn a» over P which tate vanes in G, the Lie Alr̂ bra 

of G, and such thai 
A 

(a) gives AeG and A* a vector fieU defined over P by 

A*=dj(pcxptA)t4 =* â CA*p>=A 

A* is called rhe fundamentai field\ 
(b) given g6G,itiscü í lg(R f*X)-Adrioyx), VgcCpeP 

We can write this equation as 
Kg. (e>) = Adj-JCJC») 

where O is called die connection 1-form. 

It is important to observe that in genera! G appears in ibc physical theories as a 
matrix group through its adjoint representarion 

G-KJLiGXg-^Ad.. 
A A 

In snch a case, if AeGL(G ) and BeG, we have 

AdAB^^AdAÍcxpiB)!^,» |(À-»(exptB)A)k-0 = A-»BA (B5) 

Assuming then diat G is a matrix group we have 

(C3) A cormecrJon associaies for each kcal rrivializadon (Lê  a choise of gauge) 
T I J : X - , ( U ) - > U X G a 1-form toy over U, with values in G, with the following 
compatibility condition: If gyy: Ur»V-»G is die transition function from Tij to Tv we 
impose 

»v - feuvr'Jfuv + <SuvTl»u euv (B6) 
which we sometimes write aa a more compact notation as 

• v * r ! dg ^Adg-i <B|} (B6") 

We DOW defies die load gauge potential. Given a connection over P , a local 
section c:ü-»P,the-poD-back-

• t j -o i«» (B7) 
is called die local gauge potemiaL 

New, given a connection l-form 0 overaPFB JCP-*M with group G, 
we can write each XcTpP as X*xy+X». where X* * vertical Cut^fQi^y-O) 
and X» n horizontal Gx.oXX")-0). 

If A*<P,ô) is me set of all Ac k-foi»auvu Pwim vahaesinG. fhen if 



q>eA(P.G) we define i^eA^PÃ) by 
• « ^ ^ ^ X ^ . f i X » . . . . . ^ (BS) 

Notice that f H(X!. ... ,Xk)=0 if one of the Xj » vertical Moreover, the exterior 
covariant derivative D* of ««A f̂P.G) h 

D-u> = (do)« cA^l(P.ê> (39) 
A 

We define now the curvature form of die connection coe A*(P,G) as 
Q» = D» o» € A2(P.Ò) (B10) 

WecanshowtfmthcCTrvanegtisfiCTtrcCJtangiu^ 
Q»=D«a>=da».j[aM»] (Bll) 

TherneaJür|oftbecooHnourorineq(15)isasfoDows: Let e«A'(P.G) and 
a/eA>(P»G).Tben lo,V}€ AHfJ>,G), m such a way that 

íç.YXX^^X^) = j ^ X , M t f r f X ^ . - X ^ ) ,V(X0^ I )_X0(H))] (BI2), 

where G6 Perm (1.2^..,i4j) and (-)°g± is the sign of the peuuutation. 
The brackets in the r.hs. of (16) are the Lie backets in G and X«e TpP, n»l» 

— J+j> 

The curvature satisfies also certain hncgn 3fty condition caOed Bianchi identity 
(winch in die Physics Dwatae are called die Wnogencoos ficM equations): 

D « Q » * 0 (B13) 
Once we choose a local section Oyj: U-»P(UcM) , we have a gauge potential 

•rj associaied wh* die connection via die pull-back (C3X 
Now, die poll-back of Í2** iscaDed OK force-field associaied» Q\J . We have 

Q y - o J Q » (B14) 
The Canan structural eqnation is also vaBd in U Ax. we have 

fi=D^ou-dcoü +jlaiü.íDu] (B15) . 

It is important ir> observe dm, when (B6) n a matrix group, we have that, if 
ocA^P.ò) and «Te AJ(P.G). then 

{ * • ) - « A T - Í - D Í T / ^ (B16) 

where •> andY arecousMciedasiu*Bkiesof forau> with values in R,and O A 7 IS 
das usnal nuBTiw'iina^pucation (where die t hint ins of die iiiau if cs are multiplied via das 
edge operator A ) . Then, when G is a nxatrix group, eq(Bll)andeq(B15)can be 

Q » - d » + ai*n> (Bin 
Oo-dca^-t- ttuAOkj (B15*) 



Eq.(10)givesthe rule for the transformation of toe potential voder a gauge 

transformation. For iht force field we have the following ndeT7^. 

mv:UnV -»C =»ÍV = ̂ feyvJ-Ai G"7) 

and in the case «hen G is a matrix group we have 

ftv «(fuvr'^ufUV (BIS) 

B2. E Q U T V A R I A N T HORIZONTAL FORMS 

Let G-» GL(V), g-» g.v for gcG and ve V be as usual a representation of 

G in a vector space V. By definition, an equivanait horizontal k-forro (or horizontal k-

form, for short) in P which assumes valnes in V satisfies the properties: 
(h,) • ( X , . _ J C k ) - 0 (B.I9) 

if at least one of the Xj is vertical, i.e.,Jt»Xj = 0 

0»2) R*g<feg-^ A*-20) 

Let os recall the space of the k-horizontal forms "Ã*(P,V)cAk(P,V). Observe 

that, although a connection oeA'CP.G) has the pioperty (hj) when we trse the 

adjoint representation Ad: G-»GL(V), it does not give zero when applied to vertical 

vectors and then does not belong to A'iP.G). The difference between two connections 

\=&i-a>yç A>(P,G) since satisfies Q12) and (hi). Indeed, a>j and 03 map a 
A 

given vertical vector A*p on its (unique) generator A=3>i(A*)»=«fl2(A*)*A€G 

Conversely, if te A'(P,G), also OH-T is a connection, and if we fix a connection 

co we have a 1-1 correspondence between the elements of A*(P,G) and die connections 

in x:P-»M Jn this way, if to is a connection and re A'(P,G), men to+n is a cove in 
C /the space of connections) which is equal to co in t*0. 

We can tf»en characterizes "ÃKP.G) »TttC as die tangent space to C.We 
also observe here that Q*€ A2(P,G) with the adjoint lepresematioD, 

We call horizontal functions or particle fields the maps 7: P-» V which 

satisfy only (hi) CPe ~Ã°(P.V) m C(P,V)). Such functions an associated to the 

quantum fields of the particles. 
The «ovariam derivative maps horizontal forms molnnzontai fount, IJC. 

IXO^CP.VH^^^.V). Indeed, D^cKd?)" gives zero 00 vertical vectors and 
R*,f *= r ! t . R*fD*9 - R«(d?)H «(<3R*tç)" - g^D"? (Observe that the pun-back 
comrootes with the differential and that R ĉhanges only the vertical component of the 

vectors). 

We can show!»*] that for tcÃ^P.V) we have 
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Q13) D»z=da»tokx (B21) 

The symbol X ia (h$) carries not only die nsnal coaior pioduct bat abo lhe 
action of G in V. Such a» action comes from the icpresemaooo of G in V.v • >gr given 

" d 
A . v « y (( exptAVv)^ (B.22) 

When V - G wim die adjoint representation» (h-fl redoces ID D»t=dT-t-[avc]. When 
t = 0 " this is the BiancM identity. 

BX METRICS AND THE HODGE STAR OPERATOR IN A PFB 

Let icP^M wim groopG be a PFB, For each peP we can choose HpCTpP snch 
that TpP=Hp©Vp. Weobscrrc that x * ^ Hp-iT,]* (x*x(p)) 
is an isomorphism between H» and T tM. p> 

Tne metric h of die space-tone M can then be uwupoiasd n> Hp, which then will 
haw a metric hp* Xp*hx. We can also define a volume element {I associated with 
the vofame element pin T, M. This pennits ns to define a Hodge star operator in 
Hp. 

•p**CHp.V) -»A«-k<Hp.V) (B-23) 

where n»=ditn Hp^fen M. 
Doe *>ibe partition TpP=Hp®Vp. and doe a? die fact dm horizontal forms give 

zero when applied to vertical vectors» we can define 

KÃHP.V) -»Ã» - KP.V) (B.24) 

For fey^CP.Yy andpeP we define (?•)» as die unique extension of «pÇfflp toa 
(a-k) fon» ia P widi values ia V which gives aero when aco^ <* vertical vecKxs.Wc 
have for each local section CV:Ü->P 

W-*»fi(t) (*\25) 
where *: A*(U,V>*A»-k(U,V) «ihcosnal Hodeestaroperaax • defined by die 

nasmc and Die vonanc element in M. (see otj (A-3J2/) 

utvca * wccanoenMacDOtneieiiuaiasscciaM vacoanecnon 

«••.Ã^P.V^-^Ã^-HP.V) forborúoiiodfon«by(ewnparewimeqCAJ.I)): 

« • A , - <-«•• - ,D»5Ap .VAp«Ã*(P.V) (B .26) 

By «sang 7 we can afsodefinea metric for die hwlmmat p-fana* aVf«*A (̂PJR) by 



fc: Ak(P.R)xÃ*(P.R)-»R (B.27) 
what cv^y=h(f>,»Oii, being £ the volume dement in Hp. 

This metric can be «tended also 10 horizontal fanns «>.U«E^*(P,V) which take 

•aloes in a vector space V wit» metric h le t [EoJ be a basis of V, 

hopshOE&Ep) andwriieç«^«Ea,«te«/oEo with fa,»/<»€7ík(P»R) . 

We define 

h h:Ã*(P.V)xÃ*<P.V)-+R 

& h (ç.¥) « l o i & C Ç ^ h o p (B 28) 
A A 

In die case in which V= G we always use h = h, the bi invariant Kufing-Cartan metnc 
ia Gl'S] and we have 

a ícÂ^P.G ^ ( P . Ô )-»R 

for all «peÃKP.G ). 

APPENDIX C 

SPUCED BUNDLES AND CONNECTIONS 

Let X):P]-»M2nd x2
:P2~*M be twt> PFB with group G] and G2 and the 

saroe base space M. We define the set PioP2«{(pI,P2)ePjxP2 I Xj(pi)=X2(P2)J and 

observe that Gi x G2 acts freely on the right of P,oP2 , (P1.P2Xg1.g2MP161.P2S2) • 

. It is easy 10 see that Xi2:P|OP2->M with Xi2(Pi.P2)SE*](p):=,t2(P) IS * P F B ^th 

group G]XG2 . We caD such a PFB a spliced bundle associated to the two PFB 

which enters the definition. 
We can also introduce two other PFB, xh PjoPj-frP, (x'tiPj.ftH'i) ***" 

group G, and x^PjoP^P^x2 ( p , , ^ = pj whith group GL 

WetarcfesfrDCusvofffcPrl^icpiesea^ 

O i x C j 

C , . 

R t 1 - T V . X»«d bundle *t*l ****** WB« 

http://P1.P2Xg1.g2MP161.P2S2


We can showP$ that, if «*,€ A'CP^G,) and t»^ A 2 ^ ^ ) are connections 

defined on die PFB xl:Pl-iM and K2:P2-»M, ihea 

• » x»*», © »J*»j (CI) 

b a connection on die PFB xa:P,oP2-»M . We are going a> show here that, if a 

is a connection on the spliced bundle, dree are connections o^and «DJ ontheorigjnal 

PFB sad» tin* 
•«««•nhex 2*^ (C2) 

hi order to pi ove our statement let as use die identifications GJ«G1©0, 

Gj-OSG^ in GjSG^ and corjsjderriw projections pK31®G2-»GiG=l ̂ .Observe 

that we can always write Osp^o)) ©p^itt). and then, if we define ttx and &i 

through the relations x**«i =pKo>), i=l ,2, we obtain to» x1*»! ©x2**^. 

It remains » be proved that Oj ana o^'are well defined and are connections. We 

have, for tDjf or example, dot 

where pePjoPj.K^-Pi^peTpiPjoPj) and CX)p, = x l»(Xp)6Tpi(P1) 

Wenaisfshow6^n^defimtic4idoesnc<dependonÜKdK»ceofpand Xp.Indeed, 
for p fixed, if Xp^Cpe TpiPioPj) and xUpíXpHc1*^ X ^ X p , , then 

xI*(Xp-X,
p) = 0 (C3) 

and dwi Xp—Xp h a vertical vector in the PFB x^PjoPj-fPi. The group associated 

v> thH PFB is G? and we can write 

*P-X* m fa <9 ***&* <C4> 
for Ac Gj.Maláiigú^ identification A2=0®Aj€ÒieÔ2 we obtain dutt 

«p(Xp-X*p)*0©Ai (C5) 

and then p K f t y V X V ) ' 0 and pH«*<VH*«<*CX>»# 

ntdsecaae x*(p)«)Cl(p')-pi, we have p'-pfe and X*p*RjgXp- . and thea 

x'«(X*p>-*>«<Xp) 

« V < V - ^ « ( t a H ^ F W " * P,(«VCX»-))-i»»(«p(X|» 

ItfeOowsdw « i is weB defined and we maw now show titat it ism connection. 

The properties (i) and fit) of die definition of a connection are clearly satisfied. We 
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observe thaCfrom the point of view of lhe PFB, x1 rPioPr-iR^ acts so as R^j ) 

6om the point of view of the spliced bundle: 
• , (R,,« Xp,) = p'ifiKR^.e). Xp) = p> (Ad^.jOJfXp)) = 

* MiiHP1*0**»» = Ad(S!Vi •I<XPI> Í06) 
In this way it is proved that, for each connection o»on die spliced bundle 

x^PjoPr-»M , there are two connections o>] on P] and ft>2 on P2 such that 
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